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Endless days of low cloud, fog and sub-zero temperatures reminds us that winter is

definitely here. Despite the winter conditions, the club plane has been kept busy.  In fact

during May, ERW recorded the most hours in the last two years. A record 35hrs were

flown.  Congratulations also to Jude O’Brien on going Solo in May.

There have been a couple of improvements made to the plane. The fuel dip stick is now

easier to read, and there is a new AIP behind the right seat.  The old one had some

outdated charts and some frequently used ones were missing. Most pilots use the On-

line AIP for current landing information, but it is nice to have a backup copy in the

plane.

Airfield Development

Work is progressing on the taxi-way and the hangar development.  Already the apron

and the taxi-way to the runway have been resealed. The gravel on the hangar taxi-ways

has been laid, but sealing may be dependant on the weather.

Safety Course

Fuel for thought - Those who attended this years CAA's Safety Seminar will probably

agree that it was time well spent. A couple of things stuck in my mind. The need to plan

for the unexpected, the wrong fuel card, Z and the airfield only has BP, or a card that

expired yesterday. Also not allowing or knowing if you are measuring useable or total

amount, contamination and not only a fuel blockage, but air or a vent blockage can stop

the engine. Well presented and an opportunity to catch up with Queenstown pilots.
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AGM and Pilots Dinner

The date for our AGM has been set at the 16
th

 July 2017. It is to be held in the Stadium

Tavern Function Centre, which has a separate entrance off the main car park.  A meal

will follow the AGM.

PLEASE COME AND HAVE YOUR SAY

You should have already received an email from Dave with a copy of the Club rules.

Please ensure that you read them, especially if you are being nominated for the

committee.  We are always looking for new committee members with fresh ideas.

If you intend to go to the Pilots dinner, let Dave know as so as possible.

Events

Queens Birthday weekend was a busy time on the event calendar. The Women in

Aviation met in Wanaka and held their friendly flying competition in Cromwell.  The

Otago Aero Club had a Fly-in to Poolburn and called into the Alexandra Flying club on

the Sunday.

And coming up next month is the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association AGM being

held in Alexandra.  Our planning committee are finalising the details for the Wings and

Wheels event in October and will require your support.

Recent flying

Photos from flights during May and early June.  (Unfortunately, the weather caused

some trips to be shortened, diverted or cancelled.)

Trips – Oamaru (Cancelled),  Ida valley, Falls dam, Te Anau , Nevis valley, Haast Pass

Happy Flying

Stephen Morton


